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This is Ahmed Aljumaiah raised in Saudi Arabia. I was interested in studying engineering, but I 

was not sure which discipline to choose. I spend a lot of time reading about the differences 

between the fields. In the end I decided to choose electrical engineering since Saudi industry 

back then seek electrical engineers. Because of this reason I thought it will open doors for me 

and give me fulfilled life in the future. In 2019, I went to Australia to get my degree from Rmit 

university. In 2022, I completed my degree in electrical engineering. Now, I  am planning to 

apply for a Master of Globally strategy and sustainability to enhance my academic knowledge 

and experience. It will give me better opportunities in my future career. This course would be 

related tto   what I studied in my bachelor’s degree as an electrical engineer. During my bachelor’s 

degree I have learned technical and theoretical understanding in the field. However, engineers 

can be in managing roles since they have basically gained soft skills during their study such as 

communication skills, leadership and problem solving. I decided to do my master’s degree in 

globally strategy and sustainability because there are plenty of projects and sustainable cities 

that are based on renewable energy. Saudi vision 2030 is comprehensive which include the 

empowering our society, economy, and education. These factors cannot be done without having 

excellent managers who are passionate about achieving goals. I have researched that MSc of 

globally strategy course are designed to give students solid understanding and qualify them to 

the industries. Getting such a knowledge can obtain the flexibility of taking different size of 

project. I prefer UK universities because they have a high and excellent education system. They 

have top 100 universities that are internationally recognized. It would make me have unique 

learning qualification and knowledge. The experience that I would get in UK universities is not 

only in classroom, but they would offer more beyond by meeting professional experts in the 

industry. I am confident to demonstrate the drive and ambition to position myself as the perfect 

student to study there. 


